SAP Center at San Jose

525 West Santa Clara Street, San Jose, CA 95113 • 800-755-5050
www.sapcenteratsanjose.com

FAST FACTS
• 1.0 miles away from the Convention Center
• 117 ft. high, 17 acre site area
• 450,000 sq. ft. of internal space
• 4,500 to 20,000 maximum seating
• 120-180 sports and concert events annually
• 1,600 parking spaces on site and up to 6,300 spaces within 1 mile of the Center
• VTA provides a free shuttle service from most garages to the Center
• Home to the NHL San Jose Sharks

VENUE SYNOPSIS
A palace of live entertainment, sporting events and family shows, the SAP Center at San Jose, which opened in 1993, is a Silicon Valley showcase of comfort, beauty and technology. Outside, a shining stainless steel facade supports a magnificent glass pyramid entry which soars ten stories above the ground. Inside, state-of-the-art acoustics and leading-edge concourse facilities are as appealing to patrons and guests as they are to the galaxy of performers who have played the facility and asked to be invited back.

The Center at San Jose is the home for the National Hockey League’s San Jose Sharks and has been a magnet for many of the world’s most prominent touring concert entertainers. The attractive, highly functional building features high-definition video replay scoreboards, the world’s largest and most convenient arena club/sports bars/restaurant complex, a full spectrum of executive options, innovative eating and entertainment terraces and unsurpassed event transition efficiency. All this and more complemented with 20,000 seats.